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With this fourth volume of Jesuit Higher Education, we are no longer the new kid on the block; although we cannot yet claim a full measure of maturity and wisdom. We do celebrate some of the marks of a journal that is becoming established in its field: a smooth editorial transition, listing with EBSCO, and, most importantly, another set of sound contributions from a broad representation of colleges and universities encompassing a wide (may we say “liberal?”) range of disciplines.

Articles in this edition illustrate the breadth and beauty and challenges of Jesuit Higher education: finding inspiration in the memory of the El Salvador martyrs, extending Lonergan’s insight toward a philosophy of education, and wrestling with the issues we encounter in our daily classrooms. From biotech to bullying to blogging, from group projects to digital collections to undocumented students, we find new answers for new challenges and share those in these (virtual) pages.

We welcome your feedback, and invite you to contribute your experience and explorations to this ongoing collaboration.